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CALL SIGN MAIDEN-001: CARDIFF AVIATION’S FIRST ACMI AIRCRAFT ENTERS 

SERVICE  

The first aircraft for the new ACMI airline from Cardiff Aviation has now formally entered 

service. 

The Boeing 737-400 has also lived up to its call sign, transporting lucky Iron Maiden fans to 

Paris from Cardiff Airport for an exclusive listening party for the forthcoming new album, The 

Book of Souls – with Cardiff Aviation Chairman and Iron Maiden vocalist Bruce Dickinson 

handling piloting duties.   

The aircraft is now available for ACMI operations under the VVB brand. Interest in the 

aircraft has already started to exceed its availability, so the airline intends to add to its roster 

promptly within the next few months. 

The aircraft had already flown several operations in its first few days of service, including 

flights for Italian carrier Mistral Air and Iraqi Airways, carrying passengers between Malmo, 

Manchester and Gatwick.  

Dickinson says: “This new aircraft marks Cardiff Aviation’s full entry into ACMI airline work. 

We’ve delivered on the promise we made two years ago to move into this area of operations. 

The airline, MRO and training facilities are a perfect fit for each other.” 

Cardiff Aviation Training will shortly install a 737 simulator alongside the existing 747 and 

Sikorsky S61 sims at its Cardiff Airport facility. Maintenance work will be carried out at 

Cardiff Aviation’s world-class facility located at St. Athan, adjacent to Cardiff Airport. 

The new 737 operates under an EASA-compliant AOC for full operation across Europe. The 

new aircraft’s entry into service marks the completion of a key strategic long-term goal for 

Cardiff Aviation, which is now setting its sights on further growth in both training provision 

and ACMI operations.  
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RAF maintenance base with parking for up to 20 narrow-bodied airliners, Cardiff Aviation can conduct 

MRO work on aircraft of almost any size, including Boeing 737s, 757s and Airbus 320s.   

Cardiff Aviation also has two Boeing 747 training simulators and one of just two Sikorsky S-61 

helicopter simulators in the world. Customers for the MRO and training facilities include Air Atlanta 

Icelandic, the Royal Malaysian Air Force and British International Helicopters. 

For more information contact James Boley or Mike Keeler at Garnett Keeler PR on +44 (0)20 8647 

4467 or james.boley@garnettkeeler.com / mike.keeler@garnettkeeler.com 
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